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Environmental   studies   at   Lewis   &   Clark   is   unique:   you   will   learn   the   newest   concepts   in   the   field,   and   cultivate   
cutting-edge   technical   and   leadership   skills   to   make   a   creative   difference.   Think   of   what   we   offer   as   ENVX:   
Environment   Across   Boundaries.   We   will   challenge   you   to   cross   intellectual,   geographic,   and   communication   
boundaries   as   you   weave   insights   drawn   from   across   the   sciences   and   humanities,   apply   them   in   local,   regional,   
and   global   contexts,   and   learn   strategies   to   connect   with   the   people   and   institutions   you   encounter.   In   so   doing,   
you   will   draw   a   larger,   potentially   more   hopeful   circle   around   environmental   issues.   You   will   graduate   with   a   
background   in   environmental   science   situated   in   a   broader   understanding   of   cultural,   political,   and   other   key   
dimensions   of   environmental   issues,   plus   skills   and   experience   you   can   apply   to   professional   opportunities,   
graduate   study,   and   effective   environmental   action.   

Note:   ENVS   major   requirements   will   slightly   change   effective   2022-23.   You   can   adopt   these   new   requirements,   
but   you   must   adopt   the   entire   2022-23   catalog.   Please   consult   with   an   ENVS   faculty   member   for   details.   

Current   (2021-22)   major   requirements    total   46   credits   minimum.     
▪ 21   semester   credits   of    core    ENVS   courses   (ENVS   160,   220,   295,   350,   and   400).   
▪ 25   semester   credits   minimum   in   natural   science,   social   science,   and   humanities    breadth    courses.   
▪ An   advisory   area   of   interest   relevant   to   your   academic   and   professional   goals.   

  
ENVS   core   course   sequence   and   four-year   schedule,   
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ENVS   breadth   course   requirements   (six   courses   total)   

Breadth   courses   have   somewhat   more   flexibility   in   scheduling   

Minor   requirements    total   25   credits   minimum   (six   courses),   distributed   as   follows:     
▪ The   following   three   ENVS   core   courses:   160,   220,   and   295.     
▪ One   ENVS   breadth   course   from   each   of   the   natural   science,   social   science   and   humanities   lists   above.     
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